COLORS:

LEGEND - BLACK HIGHWAY GOTHIC SERIES E MODIFIED LOWER-CASE, WHITE ARIAL BOLD ITALIC, "BE WORK ZONE ALERT" LEGEND, SEE SERVICE MARK VECTOR GRAPHICS FILE

BACKGROUND - WHITE AND BLUE (PANTONE #299)

BE WORK ZONE ALERT RIBBON: ORANGE, WHITE and BLUE (PANTONE #137 ORANGE, #299 BLUE)

SENATE BILL 1 LOGO - SEE SB1 LOGO VECTOR GRAPHICS FILE, CMYK COORDINATES FOR SB1 LOGO ARE AS FOLLOWS: BROWN (C 80%, M 80%, Y 80%, K 20%), LIGHT CREAM (C 0%, M 2%, Y 7%, K 0%), BLUE (C 75%, M 23%, Y 1%, K 0%), GREEN (C 90%, M 20%, Y 80%, 0%), YELLOW GOLD (C 0%, M 38%, Y 85%, K 4%), RED (C 16%, M 84%, Y 65%, K 3%)

NOTES:

1. DIMENSIONS FOR THE 144X90 SIGN ARE PROVIDED ON THE FIGURE. DIMENSIONS FOR THE 96X60 SIGN MUST BE CALCULATED BY MULTIPLYING EACH DIMENSION BY 2/3 (0.6667), OR THE 48X30 SIGN MUST BE CALCULATED BY MULTIPLYING EACH DIMENSION BY 1/3 (0.3333).
2. DASH MARK AND SPACING TYPICAL.
3. USE WHEN THE PROJECT INVOLVES SENATE BILL 1 TAX FUNDS.